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Bearsden and Milngavie Ramblers and Hillwalkers
Minutes of Committee Meeting held on Wednesday 24 July 2019

PRESENT

Elaine Maclean (Chairman), Moira Allan (Treasurer), Phil McElroy (Secretary)
Fiona Taylor, Peter Alan, Karine Davison, Fiona Denman, Peter Bartos, 
Hazel Miller, Sheila Crawford, Sue Swinson, Madeleine Blackley (Minute Secretary)
Jeannie Cranfield – Delivery Officer, Ramblers Scotland

EM opened the meeting and welcomed everyone present, with a special welcome to
Jeannie Cranfield.

1. APOLOGIES

Imogen Johnstone
Pam Lee
Euan Kilpatrick

2. MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING 

Two items in the Minutes were queried.   

Number  8.  The Milngavie Week walk dates for next year have to be highlighted and the 
Minutes had omitted to state this.

Number 11. The implementation of a Diary for the Next 12 Twelve Months was discussed 
but it was agreed that no changes were required to the Minutes. 
Jeannie Cranfield will make enquires as to whether there is anything Ramblers could 
suggest to be of assistance in this regard.  

The Minutes were approved by MA and seconded by KD.  

3. MATTERS ARISING

SC, the Social Secretary confirmed that the Buchanan Arms in Drymen had been booked for 
the Christmas Lunch on 7 December and that they would be coming back to her with a menu 
and price.

Raja Rani in Bearsden had been approached for the Curry Night and, again, SC, is awaiting 
price and menu.  The date of this event was confirmed as Thursday 23 January 2020.  

4. REPORTS AS CIRCULATED

Secretary’s Report

Nothing to add to report.

Details of the Ramblers Roadshow will be put on the website nearer the time.
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Treasurer’s Report

Nothing to add to report.

Discussion took place, as below.

No 1 Account – Main Account
It was noted that this account is presently outwith its recommended limit and that any surplus 
in this account would go back to Area.  It is, however,  expected that the surplus should sort 
itself out over the next few months by designating a further £120 to the next 6 months web 
maintenance charge etc,

It was agreed that a notification be put on Breaking News to remind leaders to claim recce 
expenses at 15p a mile, which are presently not being claimed by most leaders.  It was 
pointed out that if leaders do not want to claim expenses for themselves, they can put in a 
claim form and donate their expenses to the No. 2 Account which is our own account and 
any surplus stays with our Group for our own use.

Action: A notification will be inserted in Breaking News.

No 2 Account
It was also agreed as the bus walks were just breaking even or, possibly, running at a loss, 
that it could be beneficial to flag up on Breaking News that non members would be most 
welcome to come on bus walks.  In an additional effort to attract more walkers, it was also 
suggested that some photographs taken on previous Glencoe walks be attached.   As this 
could incur the Webmaster in a considerable amount of extra work, it was agreed that this 
would be trialled as a one off in an effort to fill the Glencoe bus and taken from there.   

Action : - SS agreed to place notification on Breaking News with some photographs.  

Thanks to Bob and Beth Diamond for donating to club funds, the entry fees of the people 
they signed in with their membership to Doune Castle.

It was pointed out by the Treasurer that the Unity Bank charges for cheques cannot be 
reversed. However as members continue to pay electronically, the charges are now being 
reduced.  

Programme Editor’s Report 

Nothing to add to report.

The programme is now ready to go to the printers and FT thanked PL and SC for their 
assistance.

Membership and Mailing Report

Nothing to add to report.

However, a short discussion took place on the problems faced by the Membership Secretary 
with regards to tracking new members which is an ongoing problem. 
Jeannie Cranfield will raise the membership problem with Ramblers Scotland membership 
team and someone will get back to HM.  
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Also discussed was the problem HM could potentially face with regards to knowing which 
members have opted out of receiving marketing and who, therefore, cannot be sent a 
programme now that we have advertising within the programme.

Action: - HM to consult Felix, GDPR Officer at Ramblers Scotland if she has any queries or 
further problems.

Social Secretary Report

Nothing to add to report other than that the Treasure Trail In Kirkintilloch on13 August now 
has four teams of six plus one extra body.

Webmaster Report

Following on from the Report, FD has now heard from Paul Fraser and he is happy to attend 
to the upgrade of our website.  They had been having a few problems with their own 
systems.

It was agreed that attention would be given to the progress of the upgrade and the timescale 
of events etc.   It is hoped that this could commence at the beginning of August 2019. 
Frances Sibbett will be requested to keep us abreast of the progress 

It was agreed that we would require a test/trial of the upgrade when it becomes available, 
before it actually becomes live.  PA, FD and FS would trial this on the Committee’s behalf in 
order to become conversant with the website and ensure that no problems would arise once 
it was installed.

Area Representative’s Report

Nothing to add to report.

An email received from Barry Pottle regarding  a motion passed by General Council will be 
forwarded to the Committee.

5. JEANNIE CRANFIELD, DELIVERY OFFICER, RAMBLERS SCOTLAND 

Jeannie attended the meeting in order to get to know something of our Group, meet the 
Committee and learn more about our strengths and weaknesses, goals for the future etc, or 
indeed, any problems we faced. 

Jeannie spoke at length about Ramblers Scotland and gave us an insight into the workings 
of their team.   Full details of the support staff were made available and a good discussion 
took place.

Ramblers Scotland appreciate all their volunteers and she pointed out that we can nominate 
people in our Group to receive certificates, commendations or, indeed, go forward to 
National Awards for the tremendous amount of work they put in.

The talk was wide ranging and varied and included sharing good practice amongst groups, 
better deals on buses, website, insight hub, membership dashboard, apps available, lottery 
donations to Ramblers and  feedback to groups etc.   The Ramblers website was discussed 
in great detail and Jeannie encouraged us to think about populating this. 
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Although we have our own excellent independent website, it was agreed that 
SS, FD and MA would look into exploring the Bearsden & Milngavie page of the Ramblers 
Website and Jeannie would set it up to allow them access. 

Further discussion to follow.

6. RECRUITMENT

As we have an aging membership, the age profile of our group was discussed with Jeannie 
for her thoughts on how to attract younger members.  

From her experience with other groups, Jeannie suggested social media, i.e. Facebook, 
Twitter, paid advertising to target younger people, special interest walks etc,  It was agreed 
that word of mouth was also a good way to attract new members.  
It was suggested that  the Cumbernauld & Kilsyth group, who already have this, could be 
contacted in order to assist us with the setting up of a Facebook page, if we so wished, or 
indeed one of our own members who was conversant with Facebook.   

Further discussion is required to explore the various options     

EM thanked Jeannie for her time and attendance at the meeting. 

7. A.O.C.B.

A short discussion took place on advertising but no decision was reached at this time.

Note
The next Scottish Council meeting is being held on 7 & 8 March 2020.
The Gathering is being held in Bute the first weekend in May 2020.
Full details will be given at a later date.

8. DATE OF NEXT MEETING

The next Committee meeting will be held on MONDAY 23 SEPTEMBER AT 7.00 P.M. in 
the QUIET ROOM, MILNGAVIE COMMUNITY CENTRE.
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Reports for Committee meeting on Wednesday July 24th 2019

Chairperson-no report

Secretary’s report for meeting on July 24th, 2019

Three members of the Committee attended the Walk Leadership Training course at 
Mugdock on Saturday, May 18th. It was encouraging to meet so many members 
from Young Walkers groups throughout the central belt. A follow up day will be 
held in November.

The next Ramblers Roadshow will be held in Glasgow on Saturday, Sep 7th, the 
day of our Big Bus Walk to Glencoe!

Notice of free First Aid training sessions in Glasgow by St. Andrew’s Ambulance 
on Saturday Sep 14th, was posted on Breaking News on July 2nd.

Notice of a national workshop on ‘Access’ to be held on Sep 28th in Perth 
organised by Ramblers Scotland and other outdoor recreation bodies, was sent to 
the committee in June . The free event is aimed at recreation user representatives 
on Local Access Forums and any other members with an interest in access. Barry 
Pottle, Area secretary, has been informed that our AGM will take place on Friday, 
Nov 8th 2019 in the Fraser Centre, Milngavie.

Phil McElroy 18/7/2019

Treasurer’s Report No 1 a/c – Main Account Balance at 11/7/19 - £699.26. The 
final payment of £353 from Area is due during July (year to date £1059). Ramblers 
Holidays Advertisement (year to date (£100) and Walking Partnership (year to date 
£80) plus £240 received from Area for website upgrade. Expenditure so far Recce 
Expenses £305.80, AGM Expenses £115.50, Admin £4.99, Website £63.40, 
Training £744.98, Walk Programme Printing & Posting £459.74, Scottish Council 
Hotel supplement £42.50 and £50 for purchase of laptop and projector. Account is 
out with recommended limit but, hopefully, this will sort itself out over the next 
few months.

I have submitted and estimate of end of year balance, to Area Treasurer, of £530 
which is slightly over the agreed limit. However, £120 of that balance will be 
designated for 6 months of website maintenance per funds received from Area. The 
upgrade cost of £120 has already been taken in to account in my estimate as I 
would expect that to be paid out before the end of the financial year. The estimate 
also includes an estimate for recce expenses of £300 but leaders have not been 
claiming as much as in past years so we may end up with a surplus on this account.
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No 2 a/c - Self-Funded Account Balance at 11/7/19 - £1583.18. Credits to a/c, 
Norway receipts £21030.21, Lake District deposits £3450, Social events £3131.40, 
bus walks £2076 and donations £22.36. Funds paid out, Social events £4140.97, 
Bus walks £2059, Norway Holiday £20817.51, Lake District Deposit £3450, HF 
Membership £100, gift for Frances Sibbet for website help £11.50 and Bank 
charges £49.80. All Norway receipts and payments have been made with a small 
surplus of £22.08 carried forward for next time. The Lake District holiday deposits 
of £75 a head have now been received and the payment made to HF holidays. 
Taking in to account the bus deposits and receipts, the account is within the 
recommended limit.

Bus walks so far have had a £16 surplus for the Moffat bus and £39 deficit for the 
Lake District Bus. As at 11/7/19, 31 bookings have been taken for Hadrian’s Wall 
bus so running at £218 loss with still 3 weeks to go. The deposit to Allander Travel 
was £145 so we need at least another 6 bookings by the time the final payment is 
due (20 July) to make it viable to proceed. I will arrange an update on breaking 
news some time next week if no progress.

Points to discuss Potential surplus and how to resolve. Designate £120 for extra 6 
months web maintenance? Breaking News to remind leaders to claim recce 
expenses?

Moira Allan 11/7/19

Programme Editor’s Report for Committee Meeting 24 July 2019

The previous committee meeting was called in order to organise various items, all 
of which need to be included in the next programme which has to be ready to go to 
the printers early August. Leaving it until this meeting would have been too late. 
Hopefully the year’s calendar/timeline showing dependencies as discussed, will 
solve this issue for the future.

There are fewer walks in the last month of this programme, which usually means 
more space, but because of the amount of information we need to pass on to our 
members – a big bus in September, HF Affiliation, 2020 group holidays, website 
maintenance etc - it may have to run to an additional 4 and possibly even 8 pages.

Fiona Taylor 09 July 2019

Membership and Mailing Report 24th July 2019. Numbers As of 17th July, there 
are 306 members. During the last 60 days, 4 members joined, 10 have left and 1 
has been re-instated.

Head Office Information There still are communications from Head Office about 
weekly notifications of new members and a monthly Members List. I have had a 
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look at the membership list on the web-site and I could see no obvious column that 
would supply information about any member that might want to opt out of 
receiving the programme because of the presence of a second walking related 
advertisement. When I phoned up for advice, the staff member was also at a loss. 
In the short term, I will continue to cross reference the labels with the membership 
and if there is an unexplained discrepancy I will follow it up (probably by phoning 
the Head Office).

Hazel Miller 18/07/19

Social report for committee meeting on Wed 24th July 2019.

Rosslyn Chapel on Friday 10th May had 19 attending. An enjoyable outing at a 
very busy venue, with a most enthusiastic and knowledgable guide. Geilston 
Gardens in June currently had 17 attending. Lovely gardens and walks , followed 
by lunch at Ardardan Estate, then a most enjoyable walk around Ardardan Point 
where we saw seals, herons and other sea birds all in the busy River Clyde.

Doune Castle and Argaty Red Kites in July was a fantastic day out for the 19 who 
attended. Glorious weather and extremely well done self-guided tour at Doune 
Castle followed by the wonderfully acrobatic display of the Red Kites feeding at 
Argaty. All in all, a great day!

Kirkintilloch Treasure Trail in August, so far has 4 teams out of a max 7 entered.

Buchanan Arms is booked for the Group Christmas lunch and I am waiting for a 
menu and price from the Head Chef! Raja Rhani in Bearsden is available for the 
curry night, and again I am still waiting for a price and menu!

Sheila Crawford 20/7/2019

Webmaster report July

Following the good news that Area had approved funding for the website upgrade, 
we emailed Paul Fraser in June to give him the go ahead and to ask for a proposed 
timescale for the work to be done. Disappointingly, despite repeated emails, there 
has been no response from Paul at all, so I feel we must conclude that for whatever 
reason he is no longer interested in carrying out the work and maintenance. 
Unfortunately, this probably means it is back to the drawing board. If this is the 
case Frances has very kindly offered to help in identifying another web developer 
on her return from holiday at the end of July.

Fiona Denman 20/7/2019

Report from NSAC Meeting on Sat 18th May 2019 in Quaker House, Elmbank 
Street. Glw.
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1. Scottish Council:

Difficult timing because of Group AGM's and papers being prepared ... But It is 
hoped that the info for Scottish Council can perhaps be made available slightly 
earlier next year, in order that Groups might have an opportunity to discuss , and 
possibly advise their Representative on feeling of Group for voting

** Should be noted that our Motion on based on improved Mobile phone reception 
for help and perhaps navigation , has to be submitted to General Council as it is a 
matter reserved to U K Govt.

This would need to be submitted early enough for inclusion in April. Perhaps 
something to be brought up at NSAC meeting in Sept .? **

2. Some discussion on Unity Bank. Mike, Treasurer , will check continuing use 
and future implications . Cooperative Bank was mentioned .

3. Data Protection . Updated DP info available at 
dataprotection@ramblers.zendesk.com

4. East DBT Access Officer: Possibly changed since May , but East Dbt still had 
no Access Officer at date of Area. meeting .

5. Area still has a vacancy for an Area Training Officer/Coordinator.

6. . Group AGM dates mentioned and to be sought by Barry , If not already 
intimated by Group.

6. BMRH website.

As is already known , I did bring up possibility of help from Area, and we were 
advised to contact Ramblers UK on London for advice first. Moira did this , and as 
foreseen, they could not really

advise or help. Subsequently Moira formally requested Financial help from Area. 
This was very speedily granted .Moira also had further contact with Frances and 
Paul .

I had to leave meeting early because of a Birthday Lunch.

Moira may have further information ?

Date of next meeting :

Sat. 21st Sept . 10am for 10.30am.
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Karine Davison 20/07/19

Secretary’s report for meeting on July 24th, 2019

Three members of the Committee attended the Walk Leadership Training course at 
Mugdock on Saturday, May 18th. It was encouraging to meet so many members 
from Young Walkers groups throughout the central belt. A follow up day will be 
held in November.

The next Ramblers Roadshow will be held in Glasgow on Saturday, Sep 7th, the 
day of our Big Bus Walk to Glencoe!

Notice of free First Aid training sessions in Glasgow by St. Andrew’s Ambulance 
on Saturday Sep 14th, was posted on Breaking News on July 2nd.

Notice of a national workshop on ‘Access’ to be held on Sep 28th in Perth 
organised by Ramblers Scotland and other outdoor recreation bodies, was sent to 
the committee in June . The free event is aimed at recreation user representatives 
on Local Access Forums and any other members with an interest in access.

Barry Pottle, Area secretary, has been informed that our AGM will take place on 
Friday, Nov 8th 2019 in the Fraser Centre, Milngavie.


